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DeGraw, Tansey winners; another
controversy surrounds election
I.

AMY HOLLANDER
Voice Editor

In the special Student Government Association election held
this past Wednesday, Robb DeGraw and Rachel Tansey were announced as the winners for the offices of president and treasurer.
Similar to the first election, controversy and confusion also surround this second election.
The official results for the candidates whose names appeared on the
ballot were DeGraw with 363
votes and Tim Powers with 158
votes for the office of treasurer.
Tansey received 302 votes and Su-rDudhoria received 229 votes for
the office of treasurer.
Julianne Prexta voluntarily removed her name from the ballot
for the office of treasurer. Amy
Dana's name was removed from
the ballot for the office of president by a decision of the special
election committee.
The General Assembly of the
SGA voted to have the special
election committee composed of
GA members oversee the election.
.The original six candidates from
the first election for treasurer and
president were to appear on the
ballot.
The election committee voted
Monday to remove Dana's name
from the ballot upon discovering
that one of her poster's in Lowry
aj

--

Center was not signed. The SGA
election guidelines state that all
publicity must be signed.
Dana said, "I swallowed my
pride and accepted the decision."
She said that she realized she was
wrong and she wanted the rules to
be followed and therefore, she did
not appeal. According to the
guidelines, a candidate may appeal
the decision of the committee to
the SGA Cabinet who is the sole
arbiter of all disputes.
The election committee received
written notification that one of
Tansey's posters in Compton was
unsigned. The committee unanimously voted to remove Tansey's
name from the ballot
Tansey sent a written appeal to
the Cabinet which argued that
"failure to place a signature on
publicity is not a significant reason to invalidate a candidate." She
also questioned why she was invalidated when candidates who did not
sign their publicity in the first
election were only given a warning. Citing that the poster was in
Compton, she also argued that this
poster did not give her "an unfair
advantage."
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President Jennifer Belmont and
for Student Affairs
David Dring voted to reinstate
Tansey ' while Public Relations
Director Lisa Ostermueller voted
to uphold the election's committee
decision, according to anonymous
sources.
Parliamentarian Jeff
Langer who was also present does
nt

New Goliard editor named

not have a vote in Cabinet.
Belmont said that she did not
think that Tansey's infraction was
significant enough to warrant her
name being removed from the ballot In response to Dana's name
not appearing on the ballot, Belmont said that the Cabinet did not

PAULINE ACH
Voice Assistant Editor

Sophomore John McCrory has
been appointed Goliard editor for
next year by the publication committee. McCrory served as editor
this year as well.
Dan Bourne, chair of Publications Committee, said that he is
"impressed with John's dedication
to the journal and his interest in
making it more than just a literary
journal with things like poetry

dents.".
"I am excited to have the chance
to apply a lot of the lessons I
learned this year," said McCrory.

McCrory has many plans for
next year. "We are going to increase the number

of pages and add

to the variety of material in the
magazine." He also plans to increase the size of the staff and divide it into several different staffs
like poetry, art, design and public

.

relations.
Meg Farrar is going to be the
managing editor for next year's
Goliard. "She has a great vision.
She did it this year and we worked
very well together," said McCrory.
McCrory stressed that there are
still openings and that he is
"looking for a diverse and multicultural staff." Anyone that is interested in working on next year's
staff should contact John

consider her situation because they

are only able discuss appeals received in writing.
Ostermueller cited the need for
consistency.

Dana said that she is writing a
dispute and exploring the avenues

of appeal.

Volunteer Network
intern position altered
SUSAN BERRY

Voice Staff Writer

readings. He is making literature
accessible to a wider group of stu-

i
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respectively. They
Robb DeGraw and Rachel Tansey were elected president and treasurer,
received the most votes In the second election hew by bt.A. (pnoio oy uan oieiamuK,

Vice-Preside-

According to anonymous sources, the Cabinet met in an emergency meeting and after 15 minutes of
discussion decided to place Tansey's name back on the ballot
Four out of nine Cabinet members

."I

i

There has been some concern regarding the school's decision to do
away with the intern position for
the Wooster Volunteer Network
(WVN).

Recently, there has been

some discussion between the
WVN and several campus volunteer groups to address this topic.
As of March 4, a new decision
was made about the future of the
internship. Next year, the WVNs
internship will not be Cut completely. Instead, it will be com

bined with the Student Organization Leadership Development internship. In order to compensate
for the new position, some changes will be made to lessen the responsibilities of the intern.
The Network's structure is very
different from the other student
groups on campus. The Network

is the umbrella organization covering more than 42 volunteer and
social awareness groups, which arc
represented by 800 student volunteers. The organization works very

see WVN: page 2
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War workshop addresses questions
SCOTT NELSON
Special to the Voice

The War is Over! Or is ii? A
retreat featuring two religious
studies professors. Elizabeth Cas-icl- li
and Jim McBridc, will be held
at Inspiration Hills Retreat Center
April 12lh - I4ih. This weekend
of discussions, workshops and
films will explore many issues
surrounding the War in the Persian
Gulf, including myths and stereotypes of Arab people and Islam - -particularly women in the Middle
consideraEast,
Theory.'
for
War
tion of the "Just
neo-colonialis-

m.

eign and domestic racism and sexism, domestic violence against
women and homosexuals, the media and the U.S. portrayal of
'Arab perspectives" in the coverage

of the war.

Caste Hi is presently on leave
from her position as Assistant
Professor of Religious Studies at
the College. CastcIIi's courses often center around issues of scripture, feminism, culture and religion. McBridc also taught at
Woostcr three years ago and is currently Assistant Professor of Religion and Social Ethics at Ford-haUniversity in New York.
m

Wooster shines

in the art of diplomacy

US and Canada that were participating in the conference.

SPECIAL TO THE VOICE

Both professors are extremely --."liberation" of Kuwait, has it not
popular among students for their taught us more about the geoinsight and critical perspectives on political importance of this region
for the West, as well as our probissues of race, gender, culture, relems here at home, racism and sexligion and society. Other professors will also be in attendance to ism to name but a few?
Has it not reaffirmed the popular
add to the dialogue.
and false myth that religions are to
This retreat will address questions such as: What did the war blame for the perpetual conflict in
teach us about conflict resolution this region, rather than neothrough diplomacy? Why do the colonialism and a blatant failure to
political leaders seem increasingly consider human suffering and huunable to grasp the real issues war man rights? What of the ecologiexposes, seeking rather to sweep cal crisis it created and the one it
them under the rug, as Sf merely continues to ignore?
unfortunate incidents? If the war
The retreat will begin on Friday
ohtinues":
achieved anything other than the evening, at 7'p.m.

The College of Wooster
nated in every commiuee they
.were on, controlling the African.,
and the Nonaligned blocks, toih
of which the Republic of Namibia
is a part of in real life. Everyone
except Barney, who was chosen to
be a chairperson, participated as a
delegate. Not only was the College participating in the tournament, they were running it.
After arriving at the Grand Hyatt
Taka Kumashiro. Jen
in New York on Tuesday night,
McGec. Scott Mcrriman. Drew
Nicholson. Ali Stcclman and Paul the team sprung into action.
Wcxlcr, represented the country of Speaking, caucusing, meeting
with other delegates, these are all a
Namibia on seven committees.
The team was in good company part of being a model UNcr.
Upon conclusion of the tournawith a Distinguished Delegation
ment, team members expressed
award, being beaten by some extheir feelings about the team and
ceptionally good schools, includthe conference. Randal Horobik
ing the University of Wisconsin at
Osh Kosh representing Cold
summed up the contest by saying.
(Tlvore (the Ivory Coast), Wright
"It was there." while Jen McGec
Slate University as the USA.
portrayed the image of a unified
Phoenix College and the Japanese
team, saying. "I would rather
Model United Nations Society as
come in ninth with this team than
Japan. Austin College representfirst with anyone else." Rowly
LeGermany.
Zimbabwe
ing
and
Bruckcn explained the way to win:
Georgetown
University as
sotho.
".lhc key to winning is irreverent
the United Kingdom. Pace Universtyle, props and ever present hysity as Maritius and Zambia.
perbole this (performance! goes
Dutchess portraying France and
to show that you can take any
William and Mary College as
group of goofy college students
g
Malawi.
and mold them into an
Schools that the College of
team!"
Wooster beat included American
"It was fun. it was real, it was
University as Djuboti, University
real fun and it was successful." an
of Pennsylvania as Peru. Bowling exuberant Scott Mcrriman said.
Green State University representSo what is in store for the MUN
ing India and the University of
team of next year? Four seniors.
Dayton as China and 127 other
Bruckcn. Horobik. McGce and
colleges and universities from the
domi-

The art of diplomacy is alive and
well at the College of Wooster as
the Model UN Team proved in
finish at the 1991
their ninth-plaNational Model United Nations
Conference which took place from
Tuesday, March 26 through Sunday, March 31. The team, consisting of Frank Andorka. Jr.. Liz Barney, Rowly Bruckcn, Randal
ce

Hor-obi- k,

award-winnin-

Wcxler are graduating, and the
next time the Wooster MUN team
sees them, it may be as opponents.
'
,. "1 was. really impressed with our
performance... I'll miss the senators. This was the best team ever,
but I want the team to continue to
perform equally well in the years
to come," commented Frank Andorka Jr., a junior. "The team
will continue, albeit a bit depicted,
but there are high hopes for the future. It is likely that some of the
incoming students will be interested in Model United Nations, we
only have to find them."
"Getting an ovation from the entire committee was great," said
Drew Nicholson. "This is what I
want to do with my life. There's
nothing else like it."
This is the second year running
that the MUN team has finished in
the top ten at the national conference. It is the third year that the
team has finished in the top twenty.
Next up for the Forensics Team
is the National Forensics Association Finals Conference, to be held
in about two weeks al Marshall
University in West Virginia. The
school will be represented by four
students competing in seven
events. After that, the season is
over, but next year it all starts
over again. Look for good things
from the College of Woostcr Forensics Speech and Model United
Nations team. And remember the
team motto: Carpe Diem
SPEAK OR DIE!

through Sunday afternoon at 2
p.m. The cost for the weekend is
$5 - $15; meals will be included.
The group will leave from Westminster Church House at 6:30
p.m. on Friday, or, if you have a
car, travel to Inspiration Hills only
15 minutes from Wooster (call the
Church House for directions).
Trips will also be made back to
the College for the Gospel Choir
concert on Saturday evening. Call
Westminster Church House (2398)
to sign up, or call Scott Nelson
(263-456-

2)

.

or Erika Poethig

(4229) for more information.

WVN: gainsrecognition
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

Opportunity League. Additionally,
the WVN is a member of a group
called Campus Contact, an organization of college presidents that
supports and promotes student

1

closely with both the campus and
25 community agencies.
The intern position is vital in
this'strticture because it serves as a " vofarrttierisrri.
-"varickis-Volunteer
'
link between the
the campus and the community at
groups and the community. According to Brian Yocum, the pres- large, but with other schools as
ident of the WVN, the growth of well. This interaction is facilitatthe Network has been due to the ed by the intern.
A campaign is being conducted
support and stability of the intern.
The Network has gained national to make the WVN's intern a perrecognition by being selected to manent and budgeted position for
participate in the "Giraffes on ' next year. Petitions are being cirCampus" program with nine other culated and many student volunteer
colleges. The Network has also groups are getting together to disbeen called "on the cutting edge of cuss what can be done to keep the
campus programming" by WVN Intern.
C.O.O.L., the Campus Outreach

Indian

Week

Sub-Contine- nt

Monday 7 p.m. in Lowry Pit- - Sacred Tales from India; An evening
of dramatic enactment performed by Andy Fracnkel, Hare Krishna
Temple of God. Moundsvillc. West Virginia
Tuesday 7 p.m. in Lowry Pit- - Power Behind the Veil: A lecture on
the role of women in South East Asia given by Df. Wendy Singer,
professor of histdry, Kenyon College
Wednesday 7 p.m. in Lowry Pit- - Sohni and Mahiwaal: A satirical
Indian Play based on William Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet. Performed by Woostcr students.
Friday 7 p.m. in Lowry Pit- - Streets

of the Indian

A

Sub-Contine- nt

fashion show displaying styles, tastes and moods.

Saturday 1 1 a.m.- - 3 p.m. in Lowry Pit- - A Roadside Look into the
A mock set up of a typical market
Bazaars of the
Sub-Contine-

nt:

place.

Saturday 7 p.m. in Lowry

Pit- -

Sham-E-Ghaza-

An evening

l:

of

Indo-Pakista-

ni

Songs and music performed by artists from the Greater
Cleveland Area and Woostcr.

The India Dinner Prepared by the community and the students. Students $5: public S7
Tickets available at Lowry Front Desk
The Art Wall will be exhibiting the photographs of Joy Timken
"Expressions of India and Nepal"

Sunday 5:30 and 6:30 p.m. in Mackey

Hall- -

April 5, 1991
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COLLEGIATE NEWS
Scholarship increase not equal to tuition hikes
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICES
Special to the Voice

Slates are raising tuition for next
year, but can't raise the amounts of
scholarships they give to students
to pay the tuition, a stale aid expert says.
And while states are giving a
few more grants to collegians this
school year than last, budget problems are leading states to cut back
for the 1991-9- 2
school year, he
adds.

"This is not a good growth
year," said Jerry Davis, director of

research and policy analysis for the
Pennsylvania Higher Education
Assistance Agency, who authored
a report about state student aid for
the National Association of State
Scholarships and Grant Programs.
Even though states expect to
grant and loan more money to students then ever before this school
year more than $2.:5 billion
it is only 6.1 percent higher than
the amount spent in 1989-9Last year, the annual increase in
state spending on financial aid
over the previous year exceeded 12
0.

Because much of the
tion was collected during the summer and early fall, the real increase
may even be less than 6.1 percent.
"These times seem extraordinarily bad," admitted Frank Hynes, of
the New York Higher Education
Services Corp. and president of the
association.
i But even in New York, where
Gov. Mario Cuomo wants to cut
$891 million from state aid to
schools, the amount of aid next
year is expected to increase, Hynes
said.

Amid congressional hearings and
with them to help them make any
a student lawsuit that claimed
adjustments at that time."
schools discriminate against white
Yet six months is too long for
people, the U.S. Department of
Education came fujl .cisclein its. "seyenwhitsuiderils, whp sued the
view, of TOinority scholarships-Marc- .department Marc;2X9 &y and
colforce it to bar
20.
leges from awarding minority
Now if is OK again for campusscholarships.
es to have special scholarships set
The students are from the uniminority
students.
aside for
versities
of California at Los AnIn one of his first acts as U.S.
Algeles, Iowa, Virginia, Texas and
Secretary of Education, Lamar
exander advised schools to ignore Southern California and Mercy and
all changes made in the departMacalester colleges.
ment's policy on race:exclusive
Their lawsuit, filed in US Disscholarships before he took office
trict Court by the conservative
Washington Legal Foundation on
on March 18. But just a day after
d
Alexander approved
the students' behalf, said minority
students
group
of
a
scholarships,
scholarships violate the 1964 Civcampuses
public
il Rights Act, which bars awardfiled suit to force
ing financial aid "based solely on
to stop offering them.
the race of the recipient."
The controversy has been brew"I think this administration-wouling since December, when a delike this issue to go away,"
partment official sent a memo notscholaring that "minority-only- "
the students' attorney, Richard
ships in effect discriminated
Samp, told the Associated Press.
could
and
people
white
against
The students are upset that Alexcost schools their federal funding.
ander reversed the decision anSince then, the Education Dept.
nounced by Assistant Secretary of
which oversees most federal colEducation and Civil Rights Milege programs has issued a serchael L. Williams on Dec. 4,
1990.
ies of clarifications.
In a letter to Fiesta Bowl offiThe clarifications, however,
cials in Arizona, Williams warned
have confused the issue of what
scholarthe department considers discrithat the "minority-only- "
offiaid
campus
schools
many
the
two
minatory,
ships offered by
participating in the Fiesta Bowl
cials say.
At a March 20 press conference
violated the Civil Rights Act.
in Washington DC, Alexander
He said schools that awarded
scholarships could lose
promised to end the confusion, add
their federal funding.
ding a committee will review the
A political outcry followed, as
policy over the next six months.
.

--

h

tax-suppor-

ted

race-base-

d

"Colleges' and universities

percent
While many states seem to be
cutting back, University of California President David Gardner
March 18 announced a plan to
help cover the $650 fee increase
students who
for middle-clas- s
forced to quit
be
might otherwise
10
.

low-inco- me

school for lack of assistance.
The Board of Regents instituted

Campus Wire
Feds shut down U. Virginia Frats in drug bust

campus officials and civil rights
groups worried the policy would
hamper efforts to recruit more minorities to college.
On Dec. 18, Williams announced campuses were free to
award scholarships on the basis of
race if the money for the grants
afne'ffprn vate gifts, not public
tax funds.

Alexander negated Williams'
Dec. 18 reinterpretations of the
Civil Rights Act at his press conference, held the same day Williams testified before a House
Government Operations subcommittee investigating the whole
controversy.
At the hearing, Williams reacted
angrily when Rep. Ted Weiss,
suggested Williams' aid, Richard Comer, had written the controversial Fiesta Bowl letter.
"I am the person responsible for
that office," Williams said. "I am
the person who signed the letter,
I can interpret the law."
Meanwhile, Alexander tried to
calm the fears" of those who say
the department is trying to keep
poor students, often minorities,
from attending college by changing scholarship rules.
"When we get right down to it,
even a casual look at this suggests
that there are dozens of ways for
university presidents to help disadvantaged Americans go to college," he said at his press conferD-N-

Y

ence.

"So there are plenty ways that
anybody with a warm heart and
common sense can find to help
disadvantaged Americans come to

In an apparently unprecedented college raid, federal drug police raided
three University of Virginia fraternities March 22, arresting 12 members and taking control of the houses themselves.
Members not involved in the investigation can move back into the
Phi Epsilon Pi, Delta Upsilon and Tau Kappa Epsilon houses, but not
before signing new "rental agreements" with the federal government
The 12 students were arrested on charges of selling hallucinogenic
designer drugs, LSD and mushrooms.
Because taking possession of private social clubs like fraternities is
so unusual, Drug Enforcement Agency officials said they got prior approval for the raid from U.S. Attorney General Richard Thomburgh.

Rapes plague several campuses
RaDes and rape investigations galvanized students at Cornell Univer
sity in New York, the University of Colorado at Boulder and the Uni
versity of Wisconsin at Madison the third week of March.
On March 22. meanwhile, a U.S. Senate report claimed more wom
en were raped around the U.S. in 1990 than ever before, exceeding
100,000 victims for the first lime.
.
"American women are in greater peril now from attack thay they
have ever been in the history of our nation," Sen. Joseph Bidcn,
said in releasing the report.
Cornell oublic safety officers arc invesugaung the reported gang rape
of a student March 13, and Boulder police are probing if an inebriated,
partially unclothed woman student who was hit by a car after running a
fraternity party had been sexually assaulted.
In Madison. Chi Phi fraternity President Benjamin Schomburg said
house residents watched as a couple had sex on the chapter's lawn
March 21, believing the sex was consenual. However, the woman lat
er told police that she had been raped.
D-Dc-

.

summer camp positions available
Staff Referral Services 'provides a network of camps,
200-50- 0

now hiring, from "the keys" to

college."

Wisconsin-Minnesot-

a.

One application reaches all camps.
Applications available at the student employment
'
office or call
1-800-53-

should keep doing whatever they are
doing," Alexander said. "Work
with us to develop a policy. Then
well have a policy, and we'll work

race-base-

ey and cut expenses.
"I'm very skeptical," said Lee,
Bulterfield, head of the University
of California Student Association,
complaining that no' new money
will be used to pay for the financial aid. "They're taking the money from the
students
and giving it to the middle-clas- s
students.
"If they would restore the fee increase to 10 percent, we wouldn't
be needing this financial aid."

0,

The report found that in this aca

percent.

Minority scholarships reinstated
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICES
Special to the Voice

the 40 percent tuition increase as
part of a drastic plan to raise mon-

demic year only 17 states said they
expected to increase their grants to
undergrads by more than 10 per22 states incent. In 1989-9creased such grants by more than

3-4645.

l.,

VIEWPOINTS
Letters

Letters

Crime of unreported rapes on campus
If you are a woman and entering
college somewhere in the United
' States, you have a one in four
chance of being sexually assaulted
before you graduate. Three out of
every four sexual assault victims
know the person who attacked
them. Rape is a criminal offense,
but less than one percent of campus
rapists arc prosecuted. Only five
percent of campus rapes are ever reported. Rape is not only about sex.
it is about violence.
There is good reason for women
on this campus to be afraid, for
their offender is almost never prosecuted. On this campus sexual assaults arc usually taken through the
school's judicial system, not the
Woostcr prosecutor's office. The
strongest punishment that the
school can implement is expulsion,
but this is rarely considered for
campus crimes.
Most often women will not report a rape because it is committed
by an acquaintance and it is shrouded by ambiguity, fear and shame.
At this moment there is no support
institutionalized setting on this
campus that would assure a woman
of anything different. One rarely
hears about the consequences of
rape, but this docs not mean women recover from the fear and loss of

tr

trust.
How many women take a sexual assault case to the Judicial Board?
Yet, this docs not reflect on the ac-

Cabinet decision shatters SGA integrity

tual number of women who have
been assaulted on campus this year?
In this case there is no truth in
numbers, there is only truth in the
fear of further assault, of alienation
from one's peers and of ruined reputation.
Arc you frustrated with the current system of dealing with rape on
campus, afraid of going to certain
parties, angry because you or a

As a member of the Elections
Review Committee, I am taking
this time to voice my opinion
about the most recent SGA elections. What I say in this letter
may or may not reflect the feelings
of the other committee members; I
cannot say. What I can say is that
I believe that the Cabinet's 2-- 1 decision (there were only three voting Cabinet members present) to
friend has been raped and the offend- overrule the decision of the Elecer is still here? Do you want to tions Review committee has shatlearn about the implications of Ac- tered the integrity not only of the
quaintance Rape, how to protect elections but of the SGA itself..
yourself, how to prosecute, how to
All the members of the commithelp a friend who has been raped? tee were selected by the General
Is sexual assault on campus an is- -' Assembly for their objectivity and
sue that you want to see dealt with impartiality to rerun this election
in an open and supportive setting fairly so that there could be no acwith a group of people who want to cusations of injustice hanging over
see things change and the fear of next year's SGA. The
rape diminished?
committee worked long and
If this is important to you, then hard to insure all fairness only to
come to a meeting at 9 pjn. in Low have the Cabinet throw all of our
ry 119 on Tuesday, April 9. For' work, and en ort back into our laces
the remainder of the semester we with a decision which only took
will talk, learn and plan.
them fifteen minutes to make.
Erika Poethig
Obviously the Cabinet neither has
Woostcr student
confidence in the committee nor
the General Assembly itself.
In response to the decision to rethey thinking?
move Rachel Tansey, candidate for
honesty, and integrity. There is a treasurer, I felt that the commit
fine line between friendly persuasion and conspiracy and this line
has been overstepped by miles.
What is even more disgusting is
that the legislative body of SGA
tried to correct the results of a corrupt few individuals by acting according to the bylaws (What a novel idea!) and clarifying vague
m
guidelines, only to be ignored and
treated with complete disrespect. It
is clear that through hours of deliberation these few individuals still
have not heard one word. Perhaps if
they had listened and thought beyond themselves, respect for SGA
would have increased after the disastrous first election.
Td like to close with the image
that I now have of SGA. Even
though SGA has many hardworking representatives and a sound
structure, the image I now see is
tarnished by a few unscrupulous individuals in high positions who are
exploiting others and hiding behind
a facade that they refer to as SGA.
Kristin S. Bacon
,

five-memb-

SGA Election: What are
I can tolerate mistakes once,

but this situation is ridiculous and
embarrassing and could have been
avoided except for the misuse of
POWER. Why did we have a second election? One would like to
think that the intentions of the second election were to correct and
amend the fraudulent and coercive
behavior that resulted from actions
that were taken by individuals who
should be the most respected and
admired on campus. But apparently,
the second election was simply a
pacifier for those of us who were
appalled with the sloppiness of the
I, for one.
original election.
will not tolerate the actions that
have been taken by a few members
of the Student Government Association this spring semester. I could
continue with this train of thought
and list countless errors and select
incidents, but I would rather attend
to my original question which
What were
leaves me
they thinking?
Their actions indicate that the
desire to maintain control was foremost in their minds above justice.
awe-struc- k:

QJTtlorFbfZ
Yovl

er

tee's decision was made in all fairness. We first invalidated Amy
Dana, candidate for president,
Monday evening when it was
found that her posters were unsigned. The decision made by the
committee was unanimous. The
candidates had been warned in the
last SGA meeting that if there
were any violations during this
election that there would be no
warnings issued. Those who did
not follow the rules completely ,
would be invalidated. We, remained consistent when we, were
informed that Rachel Tansey had a .
poster up in Compton that was
unsigned. Unanimously we decided to invalidate her.
The decision of the committee
may have been unsympathetic but
it was far from being unfair, as inferred by Rachel Tansey in her letter of dispute to Cabinet., .I,t JLs,s
making, but it is harder to
fight personal feelings of compassion. I personally would have preferred to have left both of the candidates that were disqualified on
the ballot and allowed the student
body to decide who they wanted,
but both candidates failed to comply with all of the publicity
Si on

guidelines and to allow them to remain on the ballot would have
been to jeopardize the whole election.
If Cabinet felt that things such
as unsigned posters were "petty violations," they had an opportunity
to qualify the publicity guidelines
before. the elections, but they did
not. Instead, they agreed, along
with the General Assembly, to let
the guidelines stand and to leave
interpretation of these guidelines
, in the hands pf the committee. So
why the change of mind? ., '
Finally,' by returning Rachel
Tansey to the ballot, whether they
like it or not, the Cabinet has also
silently stated that we (the committee) were wrong in removing
Amy Dana from the ballot, since
the violations were the same. The
ballots that they allowed to go out
to the student hody were, therc- fore, incomnleie. This i neons is- tency cannot oe overiooKca or denied. It has been this inconsistency that has marred this election,
and I feel that it has left a permanent mark on SGA as well.
Ann M. Schmitz
.

LUCE HALL
m

w

m
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Reflections on a City
Different
ip)New View
I was in New York for the

week after Spring Break for the
National Model United Nations
conference we took ninth place
out of 140 schools, which ain't
bad, if I do say so myself. But I
don't want to talk about the con
Drew
ference, I want to talk about the
city.
New York is damned expensive. I spent $200 in five days and all I have to show for it is a NMUN shirt
and two flags. I spent at least $180 on nothing but food and drink (mostly drinks). Eating at a cheap restau
rant means finding one, which isn't easy cheap in the guidebook goes from $3 (bad hotdog) to $15 (good
Chinese). The Grand Hyatt, where we stayed, is not cheap. I got a cheeseburger and french fries for the low,
low price of $16.58 plus tip (I wouldVe had bacon but it was four bucks extra).
What is cheap in NY? Nothing. The cheapest beer I found was two bucks, the cheapest drink was three
was $3.75). So why go? Being a tourist there is like being on the seventh level of hell,
(not including the subway system), and I'm from NY! I would hate to have never been there before at all.
The drivers are crazy (I only got us almost killed once); the pedestrians for the most part are rude (the only
nice stranger was handing out passes to a peepshow ten blocks uptown); NY has several of the worst neighborhoods in the entire country squeezed onto Manhattan (and then there's the South Bronx which I don't even
want to talk about) and some of the pushiest homeless in the world.
But there is something good about New York. There has to be. Perhaps it's all the tourist attractions,
even if getting to them is helhThe Intrepid Air, Sea, and Space Museum, symbol of the might and power of
the US. It's the USS Intrepid, all full of curves and straight lines, showing that machines of war can be
beautiful, while war itself is not. The Empire State Building, once the tallest in the world and the view from
the top makes the city beautiful, even in the daytime. The Statue of Liberty, a symbol of hope for those
who wish for freedom and will give anything so that it may be obtained and protected. So is it this, this
tourism, the attraction of the city? Maybe. I'm not sure.
What I am sure about; what I think draws us to NY; what is good about the city is that people do work to
gether there in the United Nations. It is perhaps one of the best known places in the world and a household
word. Diplomats from all over the planet come here to work out their differences and keep their countries
from conflict.' It. doesn't alWays work but at least they are trying. It counts for something. That's what
oarinirnan minds first think 'of fighurigrri6fmediatiOnV
pullsus here... an attempt arcotiperation-whe-n
New York looks its best at night, all the buddings lit up, all the streets in darkness. My last nignt mere l
took a walk with a beautiful woman from Canada. We walked through the nearly deserted streets, her hand in
mine, and somehow, for some reason, we ended up at the UN.
The two buildings are lit up with hidden spotlights creating a haze of brightness around them and mere is
rushing through the
this sound... the vent system and the air conditioning produce this roar, a deep tone of air
s,
saying-yemis is wncre u
entire complex. I think this great sound is one of approval, me building is
happens. Peace breaks out here, compromises are struck that benefit everyone and long, solid rnenasnips are
created here. This is where it happens." It's the sound of a thousand people speaking, shouting, laughing to
gether that eventually, when peace and happiness happens for everyone and everything, it will start here!
There was something there that night at the UN, something I can t explain. But it maices me nappy inai i
participate in MUN, because someday, I am going to have an office in that building. I, whom so many peo-ol- e
think am a war monger and a racist, I am going to have a role in helping to create the peace; that building
is a hopeful affirmation of, as are many ot my mends, as is tne Deauuiui woman i was wiui... pemapa wc n
create it together.
We stood in front of the UN for a long time, this beautiful Canadian and l; we stood in snence. i nen, my
hand in hers and her hand in mine, we went back to the hotel, to our respective rooms and dreamed our separate dreams. Yet I think those dreams were very mucn amce. i ney were aooui new i ore anu everyming umi
goes with it. And when I get the chance, I'll take the good with the bad... because even the bad is good, in
New York.

A
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VIDEOS: Johnny Dangerously, 8pm & Mr. Mom, lQpm. The Underground. $ .50.
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Liberal students on this campus
have been accused of not being
open to a conservative point of
view by conservative students.
As a woman and an advocate for
choice. I strongly disagree. The
group
news of an
that has arisen on campus has
caused some anger and that was
also my feeling at first The main
s,
who I do not
image of
but
believe to be pro-lif- e
is that of a Christian shaking his or her finger at some
"immoral" woman who is trying
to get an abortion while holding a
grenade in his or her other hand.'
It seems that morality is always
the issue which angers me because
my morality is my business. My
second reaction is more thoughtful, and the one I would most like
to direct to the students in this
group. Instead of condemning
do conthose who are
structive things. My ideal suggestion and the one I have the
to
most hope for is for
anti-aborti-

on

pro-lifer-

pro-birt- h,

pro-choic-

e,

pro-life-

rs

give financial and emotional support to women who choose not to
have abortions, to provide a loving home for those who are not
welcome in their parents' homes
and to adopt the baby themselves
after it is.bom, or to find others to
do so. But seeing that this is not
feasible for a group so small, I
have other suggestions.
This group could offer rides to
Planned Parenthood and make

Pro-choi-

pro-life- rs

could.

Constance J. Paras
Wooster student
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FEATURE
Vietnam Memorial
overlooked on campus
SPECIAL TO THE VOICE

The power of knowledge and education is a phrase bandied about
by supporters of the liberal arts
but it is something that rarely materializes. But here on our campus, it has. Sitting on the hill beside the football field, shaded by
is an unprepossesstrees, there
n
rough-hewgranite boulder
ing,
with the name VIETNAM carved
deep and black, which slowly becomes discernible among the trees
after climbing the crumbling
steps.
It comes as a surprise. Because
of its location, Wooster students
barely know of its existence and
the people who usually sec it arc
the visiting football teams. It is a
memorial to the Vietnam War, not
one donated by the usual trustee or
alumnus, but an idea that was con
ceived and materialized from a rc- ligious studies class taught during home.
.

Senior Scott Nelson was honored at the national C.O.O.L (photo by Dan Stefaniuk)

. J
Af4Wooster student declared
coolest
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was taught principally by

Da- -

vid Dungan, a professor here only
AMY LAMBO
Voice Staff Writer

When a nationwide awards organization officially names a student as the coolest student among
600 colleges and universities, that
student should feci quite honored.
Senior Scott Nelson was honored
at the annual Campus Outreach
Opportunity League's annual conference in New Orleans.

The C.O.O.L. council works
with campus organizations across
the country similar to the Wooster
Volunteer Network. These organizations nominate students for national awards regarding dedication
in voluntary causes and organiza

tions on campuses.
This year. Nelson was Woostcr's
only nominee.
His extensive
work in revising the campus recycling program was recognized as
the most outstanding in one of
seven C.O.O.L. categories. Nelson was instrumental in contributg
ing greatly to the economic
of the College, as well as
aiding in the world-wid- e
quest to
save our earth's environment.
Last summer he did research on
the concerns
the cost of land-fillof Wooster students, and the more
effective ways of organized recycling. With this information, he
wrote an elaborate proposal for revision and presented it to the col
well-bein-

s,

lege administration. It was accept-

ed and continues to be carried out
by E.C.O.S. (Environmental Concerns Of Students).
The importance of this program
is recognized by many other students who volunteer several hours
per week, collecting and separating
the various recyclable products
that are collected across campus.
Nelson's honors many not cease
with the C.O.O.L. honor.
President Copcland has nominated Nelson for The Student Humanitarian Award, another national honor selected by college presidents. This award has not yet
been selected.

a community center for Vietnam
veterans here in Wooster. He and
another veteran spoke and fielded
questions at a teach-i- n held during
the beginning of the Gulf War
which was designed to help those
"left at home" understand how men
returning from the Vietnam War
felt and how those same feelings
might pertain to the women and
men who would return from the
Gulf War.
The parallels drawn between the
attitudes of Americans and their efforts for peace during both wars
have been many. But a great national effort was made to learn
from the Vietnam War. At the
peace march and rally in Washington, D.C., in which over ninety
College of Wooster faculty, administration and students participated, signs were everywhere that
proclaimed the same message: We
love our troops, so bring them

'pracrtcVrheords'onThe opposite
side of the stone: To all who suf-

for that year, along with three fered due to the VIETNAM WAR
Vietnam veterans. One of those 'may their pain guide our paths."
men is Kevin Manecse, director of

Classified
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Artful Dodge and Goliard sponsor
poetryprose reading
L,...-:'.-

v

,

DANA DE WEESE

read. Most readers will be students

clude the evening.

Voice

of the College, but two faculty

Artful Dodge was begun by
Bourne in 1979. ' Submissions to
Artful Dodge are received from
writers all over the United States
and the world, including California, Canada, Japan and Jordan.
Published annually, the next issue
of Artful Dodge will be produced

Copy-Edit-

or

members are also participating.

Artful Dodge, a literary magaof the
English department, and Goliard,
Wooster's student magazine of
writing and visual art, will be
sponsoring a poetryprose reading
Wednesday at 8 p.m. in Babcock
main lounge. Students, faculty,
staff and members of the Wooster
community arc invited to attend.
The reading will begin with
zine edited by Daniel Bourne

presentations by scheduled readers.

These writers submitted their poetry andor prose to the Artful
Dodge and Goliard staff members,
who chose the work that will be

Trumpet great Donald Byrd will perform with the Wooster Jazz
Ensemble Saturday at 8:1 5 p.m. in McGaw.
rro
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Byrd to appear with Jazz Ensemble

Letters calling for submissions
were sent to Wooster students, faculty and staff; the Wayne Center
for the Arts and students and faculty of area high schools. One read-

er, a

from Millers-burwill have three poems pre-

ninth-grad-

er

g,

sented.

Open microphone time will

fol-

low the scheduled readers. Writers
who did not submit work prior to
the reading may present their poetry and prose at this time. Anyone
present at the reading may share
their work with the audience.
A reception in Babcock will con

.

this summer.

Goliard published its first issue
spring, 1990. The 1991 issue
was published in March. Unlike
Artful Dodge, art and writing appearing in Goliard is written solely
by Wooster students.
Copies of both magazines will
be sold at the reading.
in

Cleveland Orchestra returns to Wooster

Orchestra which is normally under ano Competition in Cleveland, his
the direction of Christoph von first trip abroad to the United
Donihynnai. Stern is a member States. In 1990, he was awarded
This Sunday evening, April 7, of the Cleveland Institute of Mufirst prize in the Palm Beach Inviin McGaw Chapel at 8 p.m., the sic as founder of the CIM Chamtational International Piano ComCollege of Wooster will once ber Players. He has also conductpetition and played at Lincoln
again be treated to a performance ed numerous other orchestras in Center in New York for his critiby the Cleveland Orchestra under the U.S. and Europe including the
cally acclaimed debut performance.
the direction of assistant conductor Radio Orchestra of Milan, the
The program will feature soloist
Michael Stern. Pianist Sergei
London Symphony and the OrBabayan in Mozart's "Piano Conwill also be featured with
chestra Philharmoniquc dc Toucerto in C Major." Tchaikovsky's
louse.
"Francesca da Rimini," and "Good
the Orchestra.
Babayan began studying music
Friday Spell" from Wagner's
The concert will honor Wooster
in his homeland of Armenia at the
"Parsifal," are also scheduled in
professor emeritus of music Richthe performance.
ard T. Gore and his wife Adaline age of six and later completed his
work at the Moscow
Tickets for the performance are
through a gift from Joseph and Ju$5.00 for students and $12.50 for
Conservatory of Music. In 1989,
lia Fishelson of Wooster.
general admission and can be purBabayan won first prize in the
Stem is in his fourth year as asInternational
chased
Pi
Casadesus
at Lowry Center.
Robert
sistant conductor of the Cleveland
SHAWN PERRY
Voice Arts Editor

SHAWN PERRY
Voice Arts Editor

The College of Wooster Jazz
Ensemble will appear in their
yearly Spring Concert this Saturday, April 6 at McGaw Chapel
starting at 8:15 p.m. As is a tradition with the Jazz Ensemble, a
special guest soloist will appear
with the Jazz Ensemble. This
year, the trumpet great Donald
Byrd will solo with the group, under the direction of Jeffrey Lind-berg.

Shaped by the trumpet playing

of fellow legends Dizzy Gillespie

and Miles Davis, Byrd began playing the Detroit jazz scene with
other young jazz musicians until
he left for New York to become a
member of the famous Art B
Jazz Messengers.
His rise to prominence in the
jazz community led him to do session work with other such jazz
notables as Thelonious Monk,
Sonny Rollins and saxophone
great John Coltrane, with whom
Byrd appeared on more than a dozen albums. He would later introduce the jazz world to up and corn-se- e
la-ke-

Byrd:

y's

page 8
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Wooster Chorus performs follow up to spring tour
KATIE JONES
Voice Staff Writer

The Wooster Chorus will be

presenting music from their
Spring Tour this Friday night at
8:15 in Gault Recital Hall. Having performed concerts in Indianapolis. St. Louis.Cedar Rapids,
Minneapolis, Chicago and Toledo,

the choir is looking forward to
performing their music here at
home.
Mozart's Missa Brevis in F Major, K. 192, for choir, soloists and
a chamber orchestra of strings, is
the featured work on the program
along with a variety of other choral literature. There will be some
part songs by Mendelssohn, early

motets by Schutz, Hassler and Peter Philips, and "Three Shakespeare

Songs by

Ralph

Vaughan-William-

s.

The program will end
with works by the Russian composer Sergei Rachmaninoff and
with American music by Randall
Thompson and Jeffrey Rickard. as
well as two spirituals.

Founded in 1964, the Wooster
Chorus is composed of 53 student
musicians in a variety majors and
is under the direction of John Russell, professor of music. All arc
dedicated to the performance of the
finest sacred and secular music of
the past five centuries and this dedication shows in each concert as

critics have consistently praised
the group's "will to sing with precision, balance and a sense of
joy."
Tickets arc available in advance
at the front desk at Lowry Center.
They will also be available at the
door the night of the show. Admission is open to the public.
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Byrd: Devoted
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7
ing musicians Duke Pearson and
Hcrbic Hancock.
Byrd has also devoted his life and

talent to teaching and educating
people in the field of jazz music.
He holds a doctorate in music education from Columbia University,
and has held a Professor of Music
title at schools such as Brooklyn
College and Oberlin Conservatory
of Music just to name a few.
His many honors and awards include the University of Pittsburgh

The Cincinnati-base- d
band will perform tonight
in the Underground from
10 p.m. to 2 a.m. An
interview with Over the
Rhine will air on WCWS
90.9 FM today at 5:30

I

p.m.
The cost is seventy-fiv- e
cents for students. The
band is being brought to
campus by the Student
Activities Board.

talent to teaching

Achievement Award of Excellence
in 1988 and the Oberlin College
Achievement Award in 1988. He
has also received Best Trumpet
honors by such publications, as
Billboard. Playboy, Ebony, and
DownbeaL

Byrd will perform with the Jazz
Ensemble on such songs as South
21st Shuffle. Sleeves, and Groo-vi- n'
High. Several students will
also perform solos in the concert
including senior Matt Carson, in
his last Jazz Ensemble

r5T deat Serviced Lenlab. P.O.

Box

22-25- 96,

On Friday, April 5. Byrd will
speak for a Black Studies seminar
on the influence and role ofjaza
p
to
music. "Titled, "From
,"
the lecture will be held
in Taylor 1 1 1 at 4
pjn. and is
open to the public.
The concert Saturday begins at
8:15 p.m. and is open to the public free of charge. Both the lecture
and concert are sponsored by the
Cultural Events Committee, the
Black Women's Organization.
Black Students Association and
Images Program House.
Be-Bo-

Hip-Hop-

Bollywood. Florida 3302?

Tff'
Ami
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got them spring feelies

Winter is the season of evil.
Winter freezes the otherwise warm
and cheerfully beating heart into a
lump of bituminous coal. ' It
chills the soul into a bitter, selfish scrap of polyureihane shower
curtain material. It also hardens

Allergic Reactions

and
Carbonated

Lungs

Greg Home

creature of
the brain. What was once a living, breathing, sponge-lik-e
curiosity and creation has taken on the form, feel and usefulness of a
cinder block encased in a lunchbox. This is why you are not a happy
person. This is why you occasionally wonder if you were ever happy.
n
lie spread by the media to make
or if happiness is only a
you buy things (winter is hard on the wallet)
Out of this sticky, flaky cocoon of reality ("modern suburban bleakness," if you will) bursts the great big insect of spring. And with it
our hearts awaken with new life and vigor. Our minds thaw with new
curiosity coupled with the realization that nothing we thought we were
else. Our
suooosed
to be do in 2 has anv importance to us or anyone
rj
souls are consumed with a sense of rabid impatience and wanderlust.
(WE MUST CO!! OUR TIME HERE IS DONE!! HOW COME I
NEVER NOTICED HIMHER BEFORE?) Ah, the great existential
urges we grapple with!
It seems only filling that with the return of spring comes the return
of The Feelies. (you can interpret that it any way that will do you the
most good.) What I mean to say though is, there's a new CD out
from the Feelies, a rock band. They're from New Jersey. The CD is
called Time for a Witness." a follow-u- p to "Only Life" from two
years ago. If you ever saw the movie "Something Wild," the Feelies
were the high school reunion band. That may not help much, but I do
what I can.
k
approach to a
The Feelies are not your average band. Their
in
extremetheir
is
reflected
blatancy
musical style based on image and
t&ptessiorjsfac
their
oni
ly low profile.'-- ! Tbey're a .rioLtoisee live. Nn
audience-performup
a
Interaction, they look like they just got
es, no
little late for work. At the same time they're playing like possessed
people, an incessant and manic (albeit subliminal) groove machine.
(Well gee, when ya put it like that.- -)
The Feelies' music does indeed work on a subconscious, fairly biological level. Most of the songs have only a couple of chords that ebb
back and forth, maybe a couple of lyric lines that pop up here and
there. The over all effect can be like listening to the ocean or like be
ing drummed into a ritualistic, frenzied trance, depending on your
mood. Either way, the music is not ingratiating or
The Feelies like to stack layers of very simple events on top of each
other, so that each is easy to discern from the others, but they make up
a whole that is far more interesting than the individual parts.
"Time for a Witness" hearkens back to the roots of the Feelies, most
obviously to the Velvet Underground and the Modern Lovers. The
songs are simple, easy to catch on to, and kind of sneaky. The lyrics,
written presumably by vocalistguitarist Glenn Mercer, are typical to
the Feelies approach. They are simple, ambiguous enough to identify
with, and easy to apply to your own personal existence.
I realize that this all sounds like the most boring thing anyone could
ever want to listen to. Why would anyone be so taken by a band that
repetitive, simplistic and painfully normal looking? Hey folks, it's
spring! What are we but repetitive, simplistic and painfully normal
looking? We've all got the Feelies!!
low-dow-

laid-bac-

er

noisc-oncntc-
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Come get
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Baseball loses four of its last five games
"Every year we play OWU it's on
the verge of a riot, but this year it

KEVIN WAUGH
Voice Sports Editor

was calm and relaxed. It's a shame
Following weeks of victories, we didn't realize the importance of
the College of Wooster baseball the weekend."
team has suddenly stumbled, havThe 6-- home loss to Capital
ing lost four of their last five on Wednesday was equally surprisgames.
ing because the team Wooster
Heading into last weekend, the faced is not considered strong this
Scots knew they were going to be season. The Scots, who ate now
challenged by NCAC rival Ohio 10--5 and 3 in the NCAC, only
Wesleyan, but they did not expect collected four hits against what
what was to happen.
Pettorini called "average pitchers
On Friday at Art Murray Field, at best"
the Scots were swept in a double-head"It was a real blow to our conBishby the highly-toute- d
fidence which was already shaken,"
ops, 10--5 and
The following he said.
day, Wooster lost the first game of
Wooster's sputtering offense is
the second doubleheadcr against the the main reason for the team's cur-- .
rent slump.
Bishops,
but managed to de.."Offensively.; we aren't getting
feat Ohio'.Wesleyani!$-6- , in the
job done," Pettorini said.
r
the
second contest.'- .''':
'
The weather was especially cold "Our guys are dreading coming to
last weekend, but Head Coach Tim home plate. We're just not having
Pettorini denied that the conditions fun."
During the first ten games of the
were the reason Wooster lost three
season, the team hit six home
of the four games.
"When I was standing out there, runs, four of which were grand
it was the coldest I have felt on the slams, but in the past five games
- It was bauaU but . not one ball has left the park. In
field,"
f
ikrftiupt&son-wviostthat's
.vil uadditiorxiiha lih baningcpvetage j
has fallen from .290 to .280.
simply
Pettorini said the team
Also, the team's fielding perforwas not mentally geared for the
mance is no longer what it was.
games.
"We weren't emotionally charged
see Baseball: page 12
and that's my fault," he said.
2.
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Senior second baseman Chris Bell tags out Capital's Heath Bennett who was attempting to steal
second during the Scots 2 loss on Wednesday.
6--

Men's and Women's track perform well during spring trip
SHADE WHITESEL
Voice Sports Writer

For Spring Break, both the men's
and women's track teams traveled
down to Tallahassee, Florida, in
three cramped vans and a trailer for
luggage. They trained hard, running twice a day, and competed in
two very competitive invitationals
while down in the sunny state.
Due to the warm weather and intense training, many individuals
set personal records for the season
and several qualified, for the outdoor conference meet in May.
Teams like Duke University,
Navy, Louisiana State University,
Miami of Florida, Florida State
and teams from northern Ohio like
Denison, Akron, Ottcrbein and
Baldwin-Wallac- e
provided fierce
competition.
Nettie Link's performance in the
T

javelin stood out as she broke the shotput and discus, javelin, 100
school record of 104 feet at her meter high hurdles, 400 meter run
first outdoor meet this spring, the and 1500 meter run. Dudley capped
Snow Bird Invitational at Florida off his very competitive effort of
State on March 15. Link threw the two days by winning the last
1077".
event, the 1500 meter .run; in
The men's two mile relay team, 4:35. He earned 5,427 points total.
Shannon O'Neill improved on'
consisting of Jason Hudson, Scott
McMillen, Dan Dickey and Jeff her indoor conference championBeck, almost broke the school ship time with her time of 60.8 '
for the 400 meter run. Nicole
record of 8:00.01 with their valibroke 2:30 in the half mile
ant effort of 8:00.05 at the Florida
with
her finish of 2:29.5 and Jane "
State Relays on March 23. The
same four athletes all went under Major was close behind in 2:30.0.
two minutes for the half mile the In the 1500, Susan Louis ran an
preceeding- day in the open race. amazing 5:03.6. Shealso ran
Hudson and Beck both clocked a 10:52 for the 3,000 meter run
1:57.5 while Dickey came across while her teammates Karen Acbcrli
the line in 1:59.6 and McMillen and Anna Scherzer finished in
10:56 and 10:57, respectively. "
in 1:59.7.
Beth Blakemore, Scherzer
Cary Dudley participated for the
competed in the 10,000
first time ever in the decathlon, a
competition including meter run, otherwise known as 25
the 100 meter dash, pole vault.

.

Pod-gor-

ny

.

"

-

and-Aeber-

ten-eve-

nt

li

laps around the track, making up
6.2 miles, for the first time all
year.
Blakemore finished in
40:02, Scherzer in 40:35 and Aeberli in 40:37.
.
Tammy Berger jumped 16'2" in
the long jump while Kris ten Rogers threw 957" in the discus. Mark
Marrando jumped a season best of
228" in the long jump. In the
triple jump, Brian Gallagher leaped
his season high of 43'3", as did
Pete Hourigan (42'3") and Eric
Dyrhsen (41
Dan Dickey sprinted a time of
'51.7 in the 400 meter dash. Scott

McMillen was right on his tail
with his time of 51.8 and Jason
Hudson not far behind in 52.3. In
the 400 intermediate hurdles, Gary
Dudley came across the line in
57.8 while Karl Crandall finished
in 58.1.
--

.

In the 1500 meter run, Jason
Kelley ran a time of 4:03.5. Rob
Noble finished in 4:09.0 and Jeff
Beck was clocked at 4:09.3. Adam
Myers finished the 3,000 meter
run in 9:21.0 while Dave Stouffer
finished the --5,000 meter run in
17:04. Steve McMillan and Mike
Rachita ran through the water
jumps and over the barriers in the
steeplechase event. McMillan, ran
1 0:46 and Rachita ran 1 1 : 1 1 .
The men's mile relay team, consisting of McMillan, Dickey, Hudson and Joel McBurney, beat
Duke University with their time of
3:30.4. " '
"Overall, it was a very successful spring trip," said coach Dennis
Rice. "We had some competitive
performances and I'm very pleased
with several individuals."
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Undefeated men's lacrosse to
host Ohio State University

vS
--

i-

vV

Bennett, Holcombe. and Pillion
who each popped in two goals.
Pohoryles and First-yeTyler
The College of Wooster FightAmon rounded out the scoring
ing Scot lacrosse team left for its with a goal a piece.
spring trip with nothing in mind
The last team standing in the
but coming back
way of the Scots returning home
0
Wooster's first opponent was
was the the Hornets of
Limestone College in the first Lynchburg College. Because of
round of the Guilford College Labad weather, the game was delayed
crosse Jamboree. The Scots one hour, but that didn't stop
'
handled the Saints from Limestone Wooster from playing a nearly
quite easily, and walked away with
flawless game of lacrosse. Led by
19-2
a
victory. Leading the goal an amazing display of defense by
scoring for the Scots was sophoSeniors Chris Scarlata, Jim Papp
more Tom Bennet with five goals.
and Chuck Wheat, Sophomore
Others adding goals for Wooster Brian Cook and Sophomore
were Senior Andy Fox who had
Rob Vosburgh, the Scots
three goals and six assists. Senior held Lynchburg to only one tally
Captain Steve Davidow and Senior the entire game.
Chip Holcombe added two a piece.
Offensively, Wooster scored
Senior Captain Paul Gamble and eight goals led by Fox who fiJunior Alan Pohoryles netted one nished with three goals and three
each. Sophomores Whitney Nunn, assists. Other goal scoring was
Dave Brewster each added one, and done by Davidow who had two
Freshmen Marcus Pillion, Scot
goals and one assist, Pohoryles
who netted one goal and one asGordon, and Andrew Windsor
rounded out the scoring.
sist. Senior Greg Savidge popped
., ,,.The Scots, next opponent was' in a goal, and Bennett finished off
Guilford in the championship of the scoring with a goal and an asthe tournament. After getting off sist.
to a slow start, Wooster put it in
Wooster returned home from the
gear and went up on Guilford 4 trip 0 and was ranked 17th in
with only a few minutes rethe nation by the United States Inmaining in the game. With two
tercollegiate Lacrosse Association
seconds left in the final quarter,
coaches' poll. Their next oppoGuilford had the ball and scored to nent was Marietta College.
send the game into sudden death
Wooster overmatched Marietta in
overtime. Sophomore John
every aspect of the game; howevk
won the ensuing face off to er. Marietta didn't play like the ungive the Scots the first possession
derdog they were. The final score
of the overtime period.
of 20--7 is very deceiving as to the
After a time out, Wooster went
way Wooster played.
to its big gun. Senior
Brewster led the goal scoring deSteve Davidow. Davidpartment with four goals. Other
ow took the ball to the goal and
scorers were Fox who tallied three
fired a shot past the Guilford goagoals and three assists, Davidow
lie for the Scot victory. The goal
who canned a goal and two assists
scoring for Wooster was led by and Windsor had three goals.Fox who had three goals and four
nett, Holcombe, and Amon each
assists followed by Bennett who scored two goals while Gamble
' had four goals. Davidow
and Sophomore Casey Wilson netscored
ted one a piece.
three goals and had one assist
while Holcombe, Nunn, PohoCoach Jon Hind and the Scot lacrosse team were bringing their 0
ryles and Pillion aTl added one
goal.
record into the biggest game yet
this season against Hind's alma
Wooster's next opponent was
Pfeiffer College. Because of admater, Hamilton College. Last
verse weather conditions, the game year, the Scots suffered a bitter dewas quite sloppy, however,
feat to the Continentals after makWooster rose to the occasion and
ing a comeback from a 2 deficit
to lose 10-put Pfeiffer away with a 20-1-2
This year, however,
Davidow led the way with
there was a different feeling in the
seven goals and two assists. Other
bus ride out to upstate New York.
scoring came from Fox who scored
see Lacrosse: page 12
five goals and added two assists.
SPECIAL TO THE VOICE
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The College of Wooster men's volleyball learn. Top row (from left to right): Brekke Jacobson,
Serhan Babaoglo. Eric Ohline, Win Repenning, and Chris Mackey. Bottom row (left to right)
Andrew Wozack, Mike Fagans, Ken Robinson, and Steve Satow.

Men's volleyball wins

NCAC Championships
SPECIAL TO THE VOICE
Saturday, March 30, the men's
club volleyball team travelled to
Ohio Wcsleyan University for the
first NCAC Volleyball Championship. The Scots carried with
them a record of
and were
considered one of the better teams
at the beginning of the tournament. Wooster began the morning
pool play against Ohio Wesleyan
who looked to avenge two losses
to the Scots.
Woosicr's potent offense opened
up against the Bishops with Steve
Satow, Brckke Jacobson and Win
Repenning pounding the sets from
Mike Fagans and Chris Mackey.
The Scots defense was anchored by
the strong middle blocking of Ken
Robinson and the defensive play
of Eric Online. With a strong effort, the Scots defeated Wesleyan
both games to build a 0 record.
Wooster then faced Oberlin College in their second march, carrying in a losing record, having nev
8-2-

-2

2--

er defeated Oberlin in the 12 year
history of the program. The Scots
quickly opened up against Oberlin
with strong play and bench production from Andrew Wozniak in
the front line. Wooster won both
games to move into first place
with a 0 record.
The Scots did not appear concerned about a Kenyon team they
had defeated earlier in the year and
paid for their lax attitude, dropping
the first game closely. A short
talk by coach Lawrence Meyers
call that
provided a wake-u- p
squad
Wooster
to a
the
sparked
convincing win that saw all
sitting on the bench as
next year's squad carried the day to
give Wooster a 1 record.
After lunch, Wooster opened up
against Case Western Reserve
University and stumbled again,
splitting games with Case to consolidate their position at 6-- The
Scots faced Earlham College in
the last match before the playoffs,
easily defeating their opponents to
end with an 2 record and first
4--

three-senior-

5--

2.

8--

s

seed for the playoffs.

The Wooster squad entered the
d
playoffs after a
bye to
in
Kenyon
face
the semifinals.
The Scots stumbled in the first
game to an emotional Kenyon
squad. Wooster pulled themselves
together and won the next game
ralbrining them to a
ly game. Wooster fell behind early
however, they fought back to
win the match and a trip to the finals.
The Scots faced Ohio Wesleyan
in the finals. In a performance
similar to the semifinal round, the
Scots dropped the first game and
let Wesleyan into the match. Once
again coach Meyers motivated the
team into winning the second
game and another rally game.
Wooster, sparked by the play of
Shehan Babaoglu who fasted the
entire day, took the lead early and
never looked back as they won the
last game and the match to win
the 1991 NCAC Volley ball
first-roun-

tie-breaki-

3-- 8,

goal-tend- er

,

ng

15-1-

4--

Mar-cine-

.

Ail-Americ- an
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5--

7--

vic-tor- y.
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Women's lax falls to Kenyon in opener

Upcoming
Events in

Sports

JASON GINDELE
Voice Sports Writer

Golf at Muskingum
Invite

45-- 6

-t

The College of Wooster women's lacrosse team had hoped to
start off their season on the right
foot last Saturday at home against
Kenyon College, but they found
themselves on the wrong side of a
12-- 4 game.
The Lady Scots played a strong
first half. The team worked very
well together at times, and made it
evident that the team has been
playing a lot with one another.
Although they let up three goals
in the first half, a pair of goals by
junior Jen Mabie and one by senMinna Jinn sent
ior
"
"pumped-u- p
half
lime
into
them
it.
and optimistic," as Jinn put
To begin the first half, the Lady
Lords came out and scored four
quick goals, devastating Wooster
Kate Howard looks around her opponent's stick to pass upfiekj during the Scots' 12-- 4 loss
mentally and taking them out of First-yelast Saturday, (photo by Dan Stefaniuk)
the game. Kenyon then proceeded
to turn the knife they had already
feat will not be a setback to the
second half by the Lady Lords.
Cited by several players as probput into the Lady Scots' season
Scots' season. They were
Lady
general,
in
"The
team,
has
to
defeat
opener by throwing in five more lem areas that led to the
looking
forward to playing at
during
confident
learn
be
the
to
goals1! before Jth'e" final whistle were the lack of adroit passing
bnis ,f6C3 6 ni
.sw
drfground
dlinft
ftaHrtire
fray
Thursday afternoon
game,
"ft
expend
blew'
were
not available before
(results
ball action. Jinn felt that the Lady ence will build the confidence
Wooster never regained the inneeded to be a strong team," said printing). Other games coming
tensity they had played with in the Scots may have gone into the secn
up in the next week are Ohio
ond half a bit overconfident, and Jinn.
first half. Their only response
on Saturday, April 6, and
"We definitely need more time
was a goal tossed in by sopho- - . when Kenyon came out with four
to work together as a team," added Oberlin on Wednesday, April 10.
more Tammy Barnes, but it was quick goals their confidence deteriBoth of these conference games are
not enough to revive the rest of orated. The result was a lack of junior starter Nicki Sullivan.
away.
the
de
Sullivan
that
also
added
intensity and a domination of the
the team.
Sfcv

co-capta- in

ar

Earl-lain- oi

Wes-leya-

412

Golf at Parlor Invite
W. Tennis at GLCA

45-- 6

Tournament

49

W. Tennis vs. Mt.

Vernon and
Nazarene-3:3- 0

412

W. Tennis vs.
Allegheny-3:3-

46

0

Tennis at Wabash

M.

w Earlham-9- 1

49

M.

:00
Tennis at Kenyon

3:30

412

M.

Tennis GLCA

Tounamentat
Kenyon

46 MW Track at Mt.
Union

41 0

46

MAW

M.

Track at Hiram

Lacrosse vs. Ohio

State-2:0- 0

46

"

W. Lacrosse

at

OWU
410 W. Lacrosse at
Oberlin-43- 0

46-- 7

Baseball vs.
Denison

Butting heads
Sophmore left attack

.

--

wing, Lauren Dujmusic
butts heads with "Horse." a
baby goat, .on Cindy Barr
Memorial Field following

-

5

the women's lacrosse
team's home opener last
Saturday. The team lost to
Kenyon,12-4- .
The Scots
will be back in action this
--

"'I.'"1.

playing Ohio
Wesleyan on Saturday
on
Oberlin
and
week

Wednesday,
Stefaniuk)

:

(photo by Dan
i

,

,

-

Men's Lacrosse: Woosfer
faces Ohio State Buckeyes
lead, again making the score 4. t
Bennett scored Wooster's other'
goal.
With one more goal from Davidow, four more from Bennett, a
pair from Pohoryles and one from
Gamble, the Scots forced the game
into overtime. After a couple of
key defensive stands early in overtime, Wooster gained possession
of the ball, and put it in the hands
of Davidow. After taking his
to the goal. Davidow
9--

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 10
Wooster had prepared hard for this
game and refused to make it a long
bus ride home.
The first quarter showed none of
the attitude the Scots had before
the game as Hamilton jumped out
to a 0 lead. Yet, Davidow took,
matters into his own hands early
in the second quarter and scored
three unassisted goals to cut Hamilton's lead. During the third
quarter. Hamilton increased its
5--

de-fense-

man

Sports Briefs

saw Pillion catting down to the
goal with no defender, fed him the
ball, and watched Pillion dive
through the air to give Wooster
the overtime victory against the
Continentals.
Wooster is now 6-- 0 and faces
another stiff opponent in the Ohio
State Buckeyes. The game faces
off Saturday afternoon at 2 p.m.,
and will be the Scots' first chance
to play .in front of their "home
crowd.

Having only committed ten errors
through the first ten games of the
season, the Scots have bobbled the
ball nine times during the last five
games. Wooster's fielding percentage has fallen to .939.

So what's the answer to the
team's recent woes? Peaorini said
continued hard work is the solution.
"The guys are shaken, but
they'll bounce back," he said.
They go out there to work and it
will pay off."

After a rocky start on its spring
trip to Hilton Head. South Carolina, the Lady Scot tennis team defeated Walsh College 1 in a
match last week.
Wooster, which is now
will host the Great Lakes Colleges

The Lady Scots are led by sophomore Liz Richards, who is 3 at
No. 1 singles. She is joined by
junior Helen Shepard, who is 3
at No. 3 singles.
In addition, junior Lynn Mc Master and senior Katherine Fleming
have single victories at fifth and
sixth singles, respectively.

rain-shorten-

5--

2--

Association

ed

4,

Tournament this

5-- 6).

all-ti-

me

first-yea- r
Mr. Versatility:
you might call a
ing a starting defensive back
he also is the No.. 4 singles
ed

--

This weekend the Scots face
NCAC rival Denison, currently 0
in the conference, in two double-heade- rs
at Art Murray Field,
starting at 1 pjn. On Wednesday.
Wooster plays a home game
against Walsh at 330 p.m.
4--

James Weaver is what
athlete. In addition to befor the Scot football team,
player on the Scot tennis

team.

The "M" line: The success of the Lady Scot lacrosse
team this season may hinge on the.'M" line. Senior
Minna Jinn and juniors Martha Lange and Jen Mabie accounted for 113 of Wooster's 149 goals in 1990.

Wagstaff leads Wooster Open: Last Saturday the

Scots golf team placed third out of ten teams and the
placed fifth out of 10 in the Wooster Open. Paul
Wagstaff led the Scots witfi a score of 78.
B-te- am

5--

weekend (April

Moving in on milestone: Senior Steve Davidow
needs just three more goals to surpass Frank Windsor as
leading lacrosse goal scorer. Heading
the Scots'
into the week, Davidow had 125 goals. The record is

wall-round-

Women's tennis team springs
back to defeat Walsh, 1
SPECIAL TO THE VOICE

golf team, which is 14th in the Golf Coaches Association
Division III Poll. The Scot tennis team is 15th in this
week's Intercollegiate Tennis Coaches Association Poll.
The men's lacrosse team, which cracked the top 20 for
the first time since 1983, is ranked 17th, and Wooster's beaseball team was ranked 22nd before the losses to
Ohio Wesleyan and Capital.

127.

Baseball: Pettorini says hard
work is solution to woes
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9

Nationally ranked: Four of Wooster's eight spring
sports teams are nationally ranked, Including the Scot

.

-.

;-

Several first-yealso have contributed early in the season, including Rebecca Springer, who is
in singles and 1 when paired
with Richards at No. 2 doubles.
Following this weekend, Wooster remains at home to take on
Mount Vernon Nazarene on April
9 at 3:30 pjn.
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LONDON
PARIS
WASHINGTON

We Touch Lives
Solid commitment to the
Scriptures and evangelical

The Wooster Inn
Additional 10 Discount
From 8 PM, Easter Sunday.
Your home away from home. '
Treat yourself to Lunch or Dinner.
5--

New!

24-ho-

ur

FAX service.

216-264-99-

51.

Owned and Operated by the College of Wooster
Dining Room Hours
Weekdays 7 a.m. - 2 p.m.
5:30 p.m. - 8 p.m.
Sundays
7 a.m. - 1 1 a.m.
11:30 a.m. - 8 p.m.
--

Reservations Suggested (216)
Student Discount

264-234-

1

heotogy
Competent scholarship and
academic preparation
Dynamic spirit of fellowship
and community
Exciting negation of faith,
learning and fits
Innovative prugams including . . .
' Extenbon campuses in
Cleveland and Detroit
Two distinct counseling
programs, both dinical
and pastoral
Master of Divinity .
Master

at Arts

Doctor of Ministry

Ashland
Theological
Seminary
910 Center St
Ashland OH 44805
(419)

289-516- 1

GRENOBLE

CORTONA CYPRUS
LONDON
MADRID
MONACO
PADUA
PARIS
USSRE. EUROPE

HAIFA
MADRID

NIGER
OXFORD
PADUA

For program details complete the coupon below and mail

it

to

:

Boston University
International Programs
232 Bay State Road
Boston, MA 02215
(617)353-988- 8
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